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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to produce a document that can be used as evaluation material or reference in the framework of planning or decision making made by decision makers in fulfilling regional economic development targets based on the potential resources available in Manado City. This research focuses on disclosing the potential of traditional markets, even though they have traditional local economic characteristics, but the existence of traditional markets is still very feasible to become a profitable and spectacle regional economic potential in increasing regional development even in a modern market climate which is full of various activity facilities. The method used in this research is qualitative research methods. The data obtained from the data sources in this research are: traditional market retailers, traditional market consumers, the people of Manado City who carry out business activities routinely in traditional markets, such as laborers, suppliers of commodity traded in traditional markets, management of traditional markets and scholars. The results of this study have analyzed the various economic benefits of the existence of traditional markets for local communities, especially the people of Manado City; retail business in traditional markets, traditional market consumers, laborers and porters in traditional markets and suppliers of commodity merchandise in traditional markets.
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One idea that is still relevant and has the potential for sustainable community economic resilience in the regions is the empowerment of the role of traditional markets. The existence of traditional markets has been able to survive and even play a positive role in facing the global economic crisis.

According to Tumbuan and Shiratake (2010), traditional markets in Indonesia, before the introduction of a payment system by using currency, have served an important role for local residents, that is as a place for job providers either as traders or other jobs related to transaction activities in the traditional market, then became the main transaction place for various types of foodstuffs, clothing, daily necessities, local medicines, local handicrafts and human labor.

Furthermore, the existence of traditional markets is a formal meeting place between farmers (commodity suppliers in traditional markets - people who live in sub-urban areas) and urban residents to carry out various transactions and trade information, especially in the process of buying and selling local products, and local culture is also preserved along with the meeting at the traditional market.

The market can also function as one of the tourist objects where in this place you can find various local products, especially those with local culture, which can attract local and foreign tourists to see this place.

However, it is very unfortunate that currently the existence of traditional markets in many places in various parts of the world, especially in Indonesia, is experiencing an unfavorable situation. The increasing of traditional market retail competitors, such as modern markets (hypermarkets, supermarkets and minimarkets), where the existence of this modern market also sells / trades commodities that are relatively the same as the commodities sold / traded in traditional markets.

This began in 1998 when the Indonesian government lifted the ban on foreign investors from conducting retail business activities in Indonesia through Presidential Decree (Keppres)
Developing this of continuously that such make work purpose that maximize national economic capita regional.

It was recorded that in 2004 to 2008 the existence of modern markets, especially hypermarkets, increased drastically to reach 40% per year, supermarkets 10.9% and minimarkets 16.4% per year (Pandin, 2009).

Meanwhile, the market share of the modern market for retail food and daily necessities continues to increase, reaching 44.2% in 2011, while the market share of traditional markets has decreased.

As a result of the rapid growth and expansion of modern markets in this country, 15% of the total number of traditional markets located in urban areas in Indonesia must stopped their business (Kompas, 2008).

Based on the existing background, the aims and objectives of this study are:
- How is the role and function of traditional markets for retail business (traders / sellers) in traditional markets, consumers and the people of Manado City who carry out their daily activities related to traditional markets and for local governments?
- Identifying various actual problems that occur in traditional markets in Manado City;
- Providing recommendations for managing sustainable traditional market economic potential for regional economic development in Manado City.

THEORETICAL STUDY

Regional Economic Development Policy. The aims of development policies and regional development planning is to maximize the level of national income and income per capita of the population. In addition, there are also other objectives such as creating economic development whose results can be seen equally by every component or layer of society, creating a balanced national and state development in various regions, creating optimal employment opportunities and protecting the development of various existing national business activities or companies in Indonesia.

There are many development policies in various developing countries that aim to maximize the increase in national income revenue and income per capita of the population that have sacrificed various important things that are not suitable or are not related to the purpose of the use of funds for increasing national income revenue and income per capita of the population.

These sacrifices are among others in the form of an overhaul of the old social structure, developing technology and modern ways of thinking, as well as an overhaul of the traditional work system which is less disciplined with work procedures that follow certain rules.

Economic development also requires an overhaul in the economic structure, the formation of more capital, an increase in the amount of savings and other changes in aspects of people’s economic life. Apart from these changes, economic development also needs to make various changes in various social, political and cultural aspects in the daily life and habits of society.

It can be ascertained that efforts to change these things will cause various reactions such as an increase in tension or disruption in the order of community life, especially those that are still patterned in traditional community life.

Economic development is defined as a process of change or growth that occurs continuously which causes the income per capita of a population of a community to increase in the long term and is accompanied by changes and modernization in the structure and style of economic activity (Sukirno, 2006).

Economic development is a condition needed to improve the quality of human life and the ability to provide production and distribution facilities that are continuous and sustainable. This economic development is a major activity and is absolutely necessary, especially in developing countries in order to improve the level of people’s welfare (Suroto, 1992).
Regional economic development is a process in which the government and the community manage various existing resources and form a partnership pattern between the local government and the private sector to create new jobs and stimulate the development of economic activity or economic growth in the region (Arsyad, 2004).

Meanwhile the local economic development program from the International Labor Organization (ILO) according to Blakely (2002) uses a definition that includes 4 (four) characteristics that can be seen as a participatory development process that encourages partnership arrangements, especially between the private sector and stakeholders, public (stakeholders) from a designated area, so that it is possible to jointly design and implement a common development strategy by utilizing local resources and competitive advantages in a global context with the ultimate goal of creating decent jobs and stimulating economic activity.

Specifically for regional economic development in Manado City, in this study that focuses on disclosing the potential of traditional markets, even though it has traditional local economic characteristics, the existence of traditional markets is still very feasible to become a regional economic potential that is profitable and spectable in increasing regional development. Despite of being in a modern market climate which is full of various facilities for today's marketing activities.

Retail and Retail Business in Indonesia. Retail according to Kotler (2003) is "Retailers or retail store is any business enterprise whose sales volume comes primarily from retailing". Meanwhile, according to Tjiptono (2008) states that retail is all activities of selling goods and services directly to end consumers for personal and household use, not for business purposes. According to Tjiptono, there are four main functions of retail: 1. Buy and store goods 2. Transferring the property rights of the goods to the final consumer 3. Provide information about the nature and use of these goods 4. Providing credit to consumers (in certain cases).

A retail business is a business selling goods and services that have been added value to meet the needs of individuals, families or other end users. Based on the form, retail is broadly divided into two types, which is modern retail and traditional retail.

Modern Market / Retail. Modern markets / retails are not much different from traditional markets, but these types of markets, sellers and buyers do not transact directly, but buyers see the price tag listed on the goods (barcode), are in the building and the service is carried out independently (self-service) or served by a sales assistant.

In the last six years, from 2007–2012, the number of modern retail outlets in Indonesia experienced an average growth of 17.57% per year. In 2007, the number of retail businesses in Indonesia was still 10,365 outlets, then in 2011 it reached 18,152 outlets spread across almost all cities in Indonesia.

The growth in the number of outlets is of course followed by sales growth. According to the Indonesian Retail Company Association (Aprindo), retail business growth in Indonesia is between 10 and 15 percent per year. Retail sales in 2006 were still Rp. 49 trillion, and shot up to Rp. 120 trillion in 2011. Meanwhile, in 2012, retail growth is estimated to remain the same, namely 10% – 15%, or reaching Rp. 138 trillion. The largest amount of income is contributed by hypermarkets, followed by minimarkets and supermarkets.

Indonesia with a population of around 237 million people with a total consumption of around Rp3,600 trillion is a potential market for the modern retail business. This is supported by the shopping behavior of the Indonesian population which has begun to shift, from shopping in traditional markets to modern retail.

With the opening of the entrance for foreign retailers as stated in Presidential Decree No. 118/2000 which has removed the retail business from the negative list for foreign investment, since then foreign retailers have begun to flourish into Indonesia.

The entry of foreign retailers into this business shows that this business is very profitable. However, on the other hand, the entry of foreign hypermarkets, which are increasingly expansive, expanding their outlet networks, could pose a threat to local retailers. Foreign retailers do not only open outlets in Jakarta. For example Carrefour, in the last six years it has penetrated outside of Jakarta, including to Yogyakarta, Surabaya, Semarang, Palembang and Makassar.
Traditional market. In general, the definition of a market is the activity of sellers and buyers serving buying and selling transactions (www.id.wikipedia.org). A traditional market is a meeting place for sellers and buyers and is characterized by direct seller and buyer transactions and usually a bargaining process. The building usually consists of stalls or outlets, booths and open bases opened by the seller and a market manager.

According to the Presidential Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia Number 112 of 2007 concerning the arrangement and development of traditional markets and shopping centers and modern shops, as well as the Regulation of the Minister of Trade of the Republic of Indonesia Number 70 / M-DAG / PER / 12/2013 concerning guidelines for structuring and fostering traditional markets, shopping centers and modern shops the definition of markets, traditional markets and shopping centers is as follows:

- Market is an area for buying and selling goods with more than one number of sellers, which are referred to as shopping centers, traditional markets, shops, malls, plazas, trade centers;
- Traditional Market is a market that is built and managed by the Government, Regional Government, Private Sector, State-Owned Enterprises and Regional-Owned Enterprises, including cooperation with the private sector with business premises in the form of shops, booths and tents owned or managed by small traders, on-governmental organizations or small-scale businesses, small capital and with the process of buying and selling merchandise through bargaining;
- Shopping Center is a certain area consisting of one or several buildings erected vertically from one or several buildings erected vertically or horizontally, which are sold or leased to business actors or managed independently to carry out trading activities of goods.

The Existence of Traditional Markets. The study shows some arguments from several researchers or a practitioner regarding the existence and activities of retail business in Indonesia, which is marked by the occurrence of intense competition not only among modern retail business players but what most catches our attention is the fierce competition between modern business actors (hypermarts, supermarkets and minimarts) and traditional markets.

Several arguments from researchers suggest that the growth and development of modern markets have become a serious threat to the existence of traditional markets in Indonesia today.

According to Indrawan (2008) and Tambunan et al. (2004) stated that the convenience of shopping that is served and the quality assurance system for products traded by modern markets are fundamental reasons so that traditional market consumers turn to modern markets in carrying out their transaction activities in order to obtain food and daily necessities.

Meanwhile, based on the results of the analysis using the statistical method Suryadarma et al. (2007) and Poesoro (2007) concluded that modernization of places to sell and a better level of cleanliness really attracts consumers’ attention in shopping for food and daily necessities served by modern markets, rather than the existence of traditional markets which continue to struggle with the situation and conditions of cleanliness of the location.

Considering that a large number of the workforce will lose their jobs and the impact of these job losses as well as the possibility of losing local cultural identities as traditional market activities are closed, Halim et al. (2007) and Kasali (2006) suggest that the revitalization of traditional markets is urgently needed, which is marked by improvements in the infrastructure for selling places such as repair and arrangement of stalls for selling places, adequate trash cans, representative water installation and distribution and proportional parking area procurement, more safe and adequate.

The impact of these researchers statements was that in 2007 the Indonesian Government issued Presidential Regulation no. 112/2007 as an effort to regulate the main competition that occurs between traditional and modern markets in the retail industry and to protect the existence of traditional markets in Indonesia.
The central government argues that until now there are still very many Indonesians visiting and carrying out transaction activities in traditional markets in meeting their food and other daily needs, especially for people who have low income levels or are less fortunate.

Furthermore, the Indonesian government is of the opinion that the existence of traditional markets until now has also provided employment for many local residents, traditional markets also function as a place to measure the level of national food availability as well as the standard for determining the selling price of retail products for various food needs and other daily needs.

However, in the field, these central government regulations often conflict with regional regulations made by the provincial, or city / district governments, especially on the grounds of pursuing the target of Regional Real Income (Launa, 2007). The government argues that in this era of decentralization, local governments are required to be able to finance the needs of their respective regions, where with the growth of modern markets it makes it easier for local governments to obtain sources of funds through Regional Real Income in meeting local government needs.

Traditional Market in Manado. The existence of traditional markets in Manado cannot be separated from the history of the formation of Manado in 1623, even before the formation of Manado, it was noted that Manado bay had become a place of competition and a place for transactions of various agricultural commodities such as spices, resin, cloves, nutmeg and vanilla. Chinese, Arabic, Portuguese and Spanish traders with indigenous populations living in the northern tip of the island of Sulawesi (Wahr, 2004; Graafland, 1991).

Since then, the existence of traditional markets has continued to develop and play an economic role, which is as a place for trading local commodities between fellow local residents and immigrants along with the development of Manado.

Along with the development of Manado today, the existence of traditional markets in Manado based on Manado Regional Regulation is managed by a regional company. Currently, this regional company has manages 6 traditional markets and 1 traditional culinary location located on Jalan Roda 45, which is located in the center of Manado with 2,660 traders.

METHODS OF RESEARCH

The method used in this study is a qualitative research method. Qualitative research is an approach that is also called an investigative approach because researchers usually collect data by face-to-face and interacts with people in the field (McMillan and Schumacher, 2003).

Qualitative research also can be referred to as a type of research where findings are not obtained through statistical procedures or other forms of calculation (Strauss and Corbin, 2003). However, the data collected from qualitative research allows it to be analyzed by means of a calculation.

This study uses two types of data, namely primary data and secondary data. Primary data is data obtained directly from the object of study (not through intermediaries), primary data in this study were obtained through distributing questionnaires and interviews (Simamora, 2008). Data obtained from traditional market retail business (traders or sellers of MSMEs), traditional market consumers, the people of Manado who carry out business activities routinely in traditional markets, such as; Porters, laborers, suppliers of commodity merchandise in traditional markets, traditional market managers / management and scholars.

Secondary data is data obtained by researchers indirectly through intermediary media, which is through research results, books, articles, and various publications and related agencies relevant to the issues raised, such as data obtained from the Central Bureau of Statistics and Development Planning Agency at Sub-National Level (BAPPEDA) Manado.

The research sites in this study are traditional markets: Pasar Bersehati (local trade), which is located at the mouth of the Tondano River, Manado Bay, and Pasar Pinasungkulan (local trade), Karombasan. The reason for these two traditional market locations is that they are used as research sites because these two traditional markets are the oldest (historical).
traditional markets and the first and second largest based on the large capacity to accommodate the number of traders in Manado based on data obtained from the Market Regional Company Manado.

The method of data collection is carried out by distributing questionnaires and interviews or interviews conducted randomly (randomly) against data sources who want to interact directly and are willing to provide data and information needed in this study. Data taken between peak activities from 06.00 to 10.00 am. Data collection using this method is carried out on traditional market consumers, traders / sellers in traditional markets, and the people of Manado who carry out business activities routinely in traditional markets, such as; porters, laborers etc. Meanwhile, the supplier and the manager / management of the traditional market are interviewed based on an agreement on the time and place of the interview.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Role of Traditional Markets for Traders. The results show that the existence of traditional markets in Manado has a very vital role for local residents, especially for residents of Manado because it is one of the places or jobs for many residents. This traditional market is able to accommodate and provide job opportunities for thousands of workforce who live in Manado, especially for those who work as traders and people who carry out business activities that are closely related to trading activities in traditional markets such as market workers and intermediary traders. This means that the existence of traditional markets is a solution to the unemployment rate, especially in the public sector.

Based on the data survey, it shows that traders as well as their main families (husband, wife and children) in the two traditional markets depend on all traditional retail business activities in this place. In carrying out activities or business operations in traditional markets, the traders are only supported by their main family. Likewise, capital in carrying out business activities as traders in traditional markets is their own capital or family capital from generation to generation.

Based on the data in this study, assistance from the government, banks or other parties that can assist these traders is urgently needed to develop their businesses that are classified as small and medium enterprises.

Barriers in Traditional Markets for Traders. Traders in traditional markets really expect the handling and construction of infrastructure as soon as possible and structuring the infrastructure with more adequate places to sell, such as representative stalls to sell.

The collection of fees and enforcement of the rules for places to sell in traditional markets is not good and they recommend that the managers of traditional markets in Manado fix it immediately. For the collection of market fees, the survey team saw several times when officers made market charges, traders did not get proof of payment (ticket) for fees, this is very concerned about the occurrence of irregularities or manipulation of fees so that the purpose of collecting these fees will never be achieved.

Likewise the enforcement of place of sale regulations, this study obtained information that traditional market officers often violate the rules or impose double standards on traders in carrying out their business activities. The hygiene of the place of sale, the drainage system of the place of sale and the sanitation toilets handling was poor and had to be followed up immediately.

The Role and Problems of Traditional Markets for Consumers. The consumers of traditional markets are dominated by low income families (57%) and lower middle income families (30%). This indicates that the existence of traditional markets has an important role for most residents of Manado as the main place to shop for food.

It is recognized that the existence of traditional markets is very important, especially in its role as a place to obtain food, clothing and other daily needs, but it must also be recognized that the existence of traditional markets today is not only facing the challenges of competition with modern markets, but also internal problems that continue to decrease the existence of the traditional market itself.
The Role and Problems of Traditional Markets for Workers. Similar responses were also received by the researcher when conducting a survey on the role and problems of traditional markets for workers. Some workers in traditional markets who had informal conversations with the research team when conducting this survey were family members and acquaintances of traders in traditional markets. According to them, traditional markets are able to provide a place for them to continue to maintain their lives, who on average do not have high educational qualifications.

They hope that management of traditional markets can provide added value to the income levels of these workers. The creation of professions such as market laborers or porters in traditional markets, at least can provide one solution to reduce unemployment in Manado.

Role and Problems of Traditional Markets for Suppliers. The frequency of product supply traded in traditional markets is quite high and is carried out regularly and has been going on for quite a long time. This commodity supply activity has been going on for a long time because based on the results of interviews with these suppliers, information was obtained that they have been carrying out this supply activity for more than 15 years, even this business activity is a legacy from their family.

Furthermore, based on information obtained from suppliers, the lack of infrastructure facilities for unloading supply products and supervision from traditional market managers, especially when unloading because according to them there are often illegal fees or loss of supply products and this is difficult to detect because it is done by individuals.

Other Problems of Traditional Markets. Based on the information and observations of the researcher, another problem that exists in traditional markets is that traditional markets are not only used as a place to make a living by traders but have also been used as their place to living with their families and this has been going on for quite a long time.

Furthermore, based on the observations of the researcher, there is a nominal withdrawal of traditional market fees that is not in accordance with the applicable provisions and is not even carried out according to procedures such as each certain nominal withdrawal does not use a retribution ticket.

In the market, there are some individuals who have the potential to commit acts of violence that lead to actions that interfere with our social security. Even these individuals often impose illegal fees and even ask for gratuities on the grounds of guaranteeing security to traders in traditional markets.

According to information given by traditional market managers, the use of the amount of fees collected from traders in traditional markets is not a rational comparison with the use for maintenance and development of the traditional market infrastructure itself.

CONCLUSION

This study has analyzed the various economic benefits of the existence of traditional markets for local communities, especially the people of Manado City; retail business actors (traders / sellers - MSMEs) in traditional markets, traditional market consumers, laborers and porters in traditional markets and suppliers (suppliers) are still commodity merchandise in traditional markets.

For traders or sellers, the economic benefits of traditional markets, are able to provide space for those who are also local residents to carry out their activities consistently and permanently. Traditional markets not only provide opportunities to get better profits, but can also guarantee the survival of traders or sellers along with their families. Likewise, for workers and porters, traditional markets provide an opportunity for them to get permanent jobs that guarantee the survival of these workers.

For consumers, the existence of traditional markets can prove and convince consumers as an important place where consumers can shop for all kinds of food, clothing and household needs in general. Especially for consumers who have lower middle income, traditional markets are the main choice as a place to shop for these needs according to their ability or purchasing power.
Besides being able to provide local products in relatively large quantities and variations and fresh, the existence of traditional markets is also able to provide space and time for the people of Manado, especially consumers to carry out social interaction and communication in accordance with the daily habits and culture of the people of Manado.

For supplier, the existence of traditional markets is very necessary because traditional markets are able to provide a large place to supply their products regularly in large quantities. This condition makes the suppliers, who are mostly farmers and their family members, continue to be motivated to carry out on-farm and off-farm business activities. Along with the regular supply of products in a large capacity with a fairly high frequency of supply and increasing demand, this situation guarantees income stability but also increases income. This condition illustrates that the suppliers could maintain the sustainability of life and to fulfill the needs of their families.

Apart from the very important role and economic benefits for the people of Manado, various problems are faced by traditional markets. For traders or sellers, laborers, porters, suppliers and consumers of traditional markets, they have complained about conditions such as; infrastructure arrangement, enforcement of regulations, hygiene management, drainage systems, toilet sanitation, lighting facilities, air circulation, and security guarantees. Place to sell that is not in good condition and it is urgent to do repairs and maintenance continuously. Another thing that also urges for serious handling according to traditional market consumers is the problem related with product safety, particularly food products or food ingredients.

Furthermore, based on the information obtained from suppliers, the lack of facilities for unloading supply products and supervision, especially when unloading, because according to them, illegal fees or loss of supply products often occur and this is very difficult to detect because it is done by person with no sense of responsible.

Based on the information from the manager of the traditional market and the observation of the research team, another problem that exists in traditional markets is that traditional markets are not only used as a place to earn a living by traders or sellers but have also been used as a place for living and it has been going on for years. There is a nominal collection that is not in accordance with the applicable regulations and is not even carried out according to procedures such as each certain nominal withdrawal does not use a retribution ticket.

In the market, there are individuals who have the potential to commit acts of violence that lead to actions that interfere with social security. They often impose unclear fees and even ask for gratuities on the grounds of guaranteeing security to traders or sellers in traditional markets.

In addition, the use of the amount of retribution collected from traders or sellers in traditional markets is not a rational comparison with the use for maintenance or development of the traditional market infrastructure itself.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The existence of traditional markets in Manado, especially in the Bersehati Traditional Market is very complex, which is located at the estuary of the Tondano River, Manado Bay really needs to be maintained as the identity of the City of Manado because the area and the economic activities that occur in that area are historical evidence to the establishment of Manado in 1623 by the founder of Manado, Opo Dotulolong Lasut, even before that year in other historical records for this area has been a place of transaction or trade between Chinese, Arab and Portuguese immigrants traders since the 1500s.

Traditional markets need to be maintained and develop their roles and functions as a place to shop for food, clothing and other daily household needs for the people of Manado. Traditional markets are able to accommodate a relatively large amount of supply for local products, where the increasing demand for products, especially local products, can excite local producers and suppliers of local products to continue to carry out business activities, which in turn will ensure the sustainability of the local economy.
It is necessary to re-collect data on traditional market traders or sellers and complete identification cards or member cards based on where they carry out their business activities. This is very necessary, especially in monitoring and controlling the collection of fees for them.

The enforcement of regulations in traditional markets prior to the enactment of new traditional market regulations. The enforcement of the new traditional market rules must be carried out consistently.

Infrastructure renovations in existing traditional markets, especially places for selling and arrangements, hygiene, toilet sanitation, drainage systems, lighting and air circulation, and safety equipment.

Development of new traditional markets should be refer to central government regulations. When a new traditional market is built, it is better not to build it in the form of a multi-store building.

The building of a product safety monitoring for collaboration between traditional market managers and the Food and Drug Supervisory Agency (BPOM), this needs to be done to ensure the safety of food and food products ready for consumption by consumers, this condition can indirectly be a means of promotion to attract consumers to to shop at traditional markets.

It is necessary to improve and organize employees that is more professional and trustworthy, such as collection staff, technicians and officers who are authorized to manage equipment or other company assets who can be trusted and responsible for carrying out their duties.

Organizing traditional market events on a regular basis in collaboration with the Manado Tourism and Culture Board, so that the existence of tourism can also play a role as one of the unique and specific local tourism objects displaying local economic products and culture.

It needs to be restructured for the collection of traditional market fees, the larger allocation is used for repair and maintenance of traditional market infrastructure.

Cleaning competitions between traditional markets, competition for employees of traditional market management units and competitions for the best traditional market traders which are held regularly every year along with the founding day of Manado.

Participation of local governments and their staff in the form of formal and informal cooperation to jointly promote the role and function of traditional markets for local development, economy, social and culture.

Formation of a traditional market community by the people of Manado who love and care about the function and important role of traditional markets in the future.
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